Traffic Signals and Stop Signs for Kids

The Traffic Light Song

Green says go. Green says go.
Go, go, go. Go, go, go.

Yellow says slow. Yellow says slow.
Slow, slow, slow. Slow, slow, slow.

Red says stop. Red says stop.
Stop, stop, stop. Stop, stop, stop.
Go, go, go. Slow, slow, slow.
And now stop.

Pedestrian Signals for Crossing

- Walk when the walk signal (white walking man) begins.
- Don’t walk when the red upraised hand signal is steady-on or flashing.
- If you are already crossing when the hand signal appears, go as quickly as possible to a safe area.

Crossing: Stop, Think, Go!

- Stop at the red STOP sign
- Stop at every crossing
- Look for signals and signs
- Look both ways for traffic (left, right, and left again)
- Listen for cars and trucks
- Think if it is safe to cross
- Cross safely